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GEO4I'S ANALYSIS OF
15 CM HD MAXAR
GEO4I COMPANY HAS JUST RECEIVED NEW 15CM HD IMAGERY
POWERED BY OUR PARTNER EUROPEAN SPACE IMAGING

Providing the Next Level of Detail
True 30 cm resolution imagery has long been the industry
leader in clarity. Now with innovative Maxar technology
applied to native 30 cm data, 15 cm HD imagery provides the
next level of detail – enhancing manual and automated feature
extraction efforts from satellite imagery. 15 cm HD is achieved
through a process that intelligently increases the number of
pixels in a native 30 cm resolution image, resulting in an
improved visual experience.

VISUAL CLARITY
Easier to interpret images,
allowing you to find
critical information

INCREASED
ACCURACY
Increased level of detail
available to accurately
identify small features
such as road lines and
vehicle types

RAPID DECISIONS
Faster interpretation
driving rapid confident
mission decisions
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15 cm HD Imagery
Geo4i's Analysis of 15 cm HD imagery
For defence and intelligence, 30 cm imagery has historically provided crucial insights for
superior intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities for persistent global
monitoring and situational awareness. Clear identification of military vehicles on the ground
is critical to assess and predict threats. Often there are very minute differences between
military vehicles making it occasionally impossible to precisely classify the exact model.
This is where 15 cm HD can step in, providing GEOINT analysts with a greater level of IMINT
accuracy.

30 cm image taken with WorldView-3.
Unclear whether the plane is an AN-24
or AN-26.

Same 30 cm image with 15 cm
HD applied.
Clear and reliable detection that
the plane is an AN-26.

Example of an AN-24 COKE

Example of an AN-26 CURL
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Thus, when it comes to military planes, the main difference between an AN-24 COKE and AN26 CURL is the bubble shape of the canopy on the left front side of fuselage (see the green
arrow).
This measurement is so small that both manual inspection by analysts and automatic
extraction from machine learning are unable to accurately identify the exact model type from
30 cm imagery.
However, through the smoother lines and increased detail of 15 cm HD, accurate identification
of this vehicle is now possible for the first time ever. In this scenario, the level of precision goes
from possibly an AN-24/26 to the certainty that the vehicle is an AN-26 CURL.
Based on the 15cm HD imagery from July 27th 2020 on AL JUFRA/HUN Lybia air force base,
other equipments have been accurately identified such as :

PANTSIR S1
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About Geo4i

About European Space Imaging

The team at Geo4i is comprised of former
intelligence analysts from the French Ministry
of Defence (MoD) providing independent and
accurate Military Situational Awareness (MSA)
in various locations around the world.

Since the launch of the first commercial VHR
satellite, European Space Imaging have
committed to provide much more than the
world’s highest quality satellite imagery.

Our activities focus on the delivery of raw
satellite images, providing expert IMINT advice,
training/education and analysis and exploitation of satellite images.

Utilising a multi-mission ground station at the
German Aerospace Center, the team of
geospatial experts at European Space Imaging
is able to bring together unique partnerships,
innovative techniques and tailored services to
achieve results for any project.

Our company has developed several analysis
methodologies and specific processing tools
for GEOINT as well as a geospatial platform
specialising in big data management and tools
for vectorization.
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